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Abstract
In this work a solitary surface plasmon-polariton was obtained by using a frequency-dependent
finite difference time-domain method for the TM- and radially polarized light at 532 nm, which
was propagated through silver nano-elements (a nano-strip and a nano-ring), placed in an aqueous
medium. The device's height and width were equal to 20 nm and 215 nm respectively. The intensity of surface plasmon-polariton was four times higher than that of the incident radiation. The full
width at half maximum of the nanojet was 138 nm and 158 nm for the case of using a nano-strip
and a nano-ring respectively. The results can be used to design devices that allow capturing and
moving particles in water or other biofluids.
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Introduction
Today great attention is paid to such optical phenomena as surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) which arise
during interaction of light with the metal and propagate
along the interfaces between metal and dielectric [1 – 3].
SPP can be widely used to solve various problems of
modern science and technology [4 – 8]. The plasmonic
field represents an exciting new area for the application
of SPPs in which surface-plasmon based circuits merge
the fields of photonics and electronics at the nanoscale
[9]. The SPPs can serve as a basis for constructing nanoscale photonic circuits that will be able to carry optical
signals and electric currents [10, 11]. SPPs can also serve
as a basis for the design, fabrication and characterization
of subwavelength waveguide components [12 – 15]. In
the framework of plasmonics, modulators and switches
have also been investigated [16, 17], as well as the use of
SPPs as mediators in the transfer of energy from donor to
acceptors molecules on opposite sides of metal films [18].
Application of SPPs enables subwavelength optics in microscopy and lithography beyond the diffraction limit
[19, 20]. It also enables the first steady-state micromechanical measurement of a fundamental property of
light itself: the momentum of a photon in a dielectric medium. Other applications are photonic data storage [21]
and light generation [22].
A large number of works devoted to the modeling of
nano-antennas, based on SPP's excitation effect [23, 24]. A
Fabry-Perot model was formulated that predicts both the
peak position and spectral shape of optical resonances for
short-range SPP. The authors used full-field simulation
based on the finite-difference time-domain method
(FDTD-method) to calculate the parameters for this model
[23]. Whereas, some other authors used rectangular gold
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and silver nano-strips embedded in glass or water. The effect of SPP's resonance is analyzed using a surface integral
equation method. They showed the feasibility of at least
10-fold field magnitude enhancement for local field in narrow (5 nm) gap between two metal strips [24]. But all these
authors didn't investigate another properties of SPP like
length and full width at half maximum (FWHM).
In our previous work we have investigated the amplitude Fresnel zone plate for focusing of laser light. During
this study we have found SPP's on surface of silver relief
of this zone plate [25]. In this paper, we used the frequency-dependent FDTD-method ((FD)2TD-method) for investigating the process of SPP's formation on silver nanostrip for the incident TM-polarized light at 532 nm. We
estimated spatial characteristics such as length and
FWHM of SPPs which is new investigation up to our
knowledge. We also used the (FD)2TD-method for investigating the process of SPP's formation on silver nanoring for the incident radial-polarized light at 532 nm. The
estimation of spatial characteristics such as length and
FWHM of SPPs also was carried out. In contrast to the
works described above, silver elements (nano-strip and
nano-ring) are placed on a silica glass, which has a high
influence on the process of SPP's formation.
Formation of SPPs on silver nano-strip
We considered the propagation of a TM-polarized light
at 532 nm, which was normally incident on the metal nanostrip placed on a substrate. The optical scheme is presented
on Fig. 1. Height and width of nano-strip are h and w respectively. The permittivity of the medium, nano-strip and substrate are ε1, εm and ε2 respectively. The light is propagating
along Z axis. All the simulations were carried out by FullWAVE (RSoft) based on (FD)2TD-method. Hereinafter, the
following simulation parameters were used: spatial steps
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were 2 nm, time step was 1 nm (ct, where c is speed of
light in vacuum, t is a time).

Fig. 2. The SPP's intensity dependence on nano-stip
width for incident light at 532 nm

Fig. 1. Optical scheme for nano-strip

Silica glass was considered as a material of substrate.
Table 1 shows parameters for the Sellmeier's permittivity
model of silica glass [26]:

ε 2 ( λ ) = ε∞ + ∑
m

∆ε m λ 2
,
λ 2 − λ 2m − iληm

(1)

where λ is a wavelength; ε∞(x, z) is the permittivity in the
limit of infinite frequency; ∆εm is the resonance strength;
λm is the resonant wavelength; ηm is the Sellmeier damping factor.

By comparing the simulation results for light propagation through the silver nano-strip of various widths, the
resonant width w = 110 nm has been selected. Nano-strip
with this width forms a “boundary” SPPs with the highest
value of the intensity in the central peak. Fig. 3 shows the
intensity distribution obtained at 2 nm above silver nanostrip with width of w = 110 nm.

Table 1. Parameters for the Sellmeier's permittivity model
of silica glass
m
1
2
3

∆εm
0.69616630
0.40794260
0.89747940

λm, µm
0.068404300
0.11624140
9.8961610
ε∞ = 1

ηm, µm
0
0
0

a)

Silver was considered as a material of nano-strip. Table 2 shows parameters for the Drude-Lorentz's permittivity model of silver [27]:

ε m ( ω) = ε∞ + (ω2p / (−2iων − ω2 )) +
(2)

+ ∑ ( Am ωm2 / (−ω2 − 2iωδ m + ωm2 )),
m

where ω is a frequency; ωp is the plasma frequency; ν is
the collision frequency; Am is the resonance strength; δm
is the damping factor; ωm is the resonant frequency.
Table 2. Parameters for the Drude-Lorentz's
permittivity model of silver
m
1
2
3
4
5

δm,, Hz
19.68071
2.289161
0.329194
4.639097
12.25
ε∞ = 1
ωp = 41.94605 Hz
ν = 0.243097 Hz

Am
7.924697
0.501327
0.013329
0.826552
1.113336

ωm, Hz
4.132646
22.6941
41.45307
46.001
102.759

For the first series of simulation we fixed the strip
height equals to h = 20 nm, remove the substrate and
choose air (ε1 = 1) as a medium. After each calculation,
we measured the maximum intensity of light at 2 nm
above the nano-strip. Fig. 2 shows the SPP's intensity dependence on nano-strip width. These results are consistent with the results of other authors in similar calculations which have been carried out for nano-strips with
other dimensions (thickness and width) [23, 24].
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b)
Fig. 3. (a) Intensity distribution at 2 nm above silver nano-strip
of width ,w = 110 nm placed in air (line 1) and on the silica
glass placed in water (line 2). (b) SPP's intensity distribution
through the direction of light propagation in the case of using
nano-strip placed in air (line 1) and nano-strip on the silica
glass placed in air (line 2) and water (line 3)

Two powerful “boundary” SPP (line 1) with high intensity (68 a.u.) and small FWHM (8 nm) can be seen
from Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows the intensity distribution in
the SPP along axis of light propagation. Measurement of
SPPs “length” showed that the distance of decline to incident intensity through the Z direction is 68 nm, while
through the direction of SPPs propagation it is 94 nm
(Fig. 3b, line 1). The inclination angles of straight which
were coinciding with the directions of SPPs propagation
are 112° and 68°.
For the next simulations the substrate from silica glass
was added. In this case, the direction of SPPs propagation
changed and practically coincided with the direction of
light propagation (it was parallel to the Z axis). However,
the presence of the substrate substantially disrupts the
formation of the SPP. It leads to fluctuations at the interface substrate/strip environments, reduces the maximum
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intensity and “length” till 20 nm (Fig. 3b, line 2) of
“boundary” SPPs.
To compensate this effect, water (ε1 = 1.78) was chosen as a main medium instead of air. In this case measurement of SPPs “length” showed that the distance of decline to incident intensity through the Z direction is
56 nm (Fig. 3b, line 3). FWHM of “boundary” SPPs is
75 nm (Fig. 3a, line 2). The intensity of “boundary” SPPs
is 36 times higher than intensity of incident light (Fig. 3a,
line 2). However, the use of such sharply focused light is
complicated by the close proximity of these peaks to each
other and the presence of the boundary plasmonic lobes,
which are formed along the entire nano-strip.
In addition to “boundary” short-range SPPs which
have a maximum intensity, there are other SPPs. However, during the study of dependences of SPP's intensity distribution on the width of nano-strip placed in the air
shows no possibility to obtain a “long” single SPP in the
center of nano-strip. A similar study for the nano-strip
placed on the silica glass in an aqueous medium revealed
the presence of this “central” SPP. By comparing the
simulation results for light propagation through the silver
nano-strip of various widths, the width w = 215 nm has
been selected. Fig. 4 shows the intensity distribution at
6 nm above silver nano-strip with width of w = 215 nm.

Fig. 4. Intensity distribution 6 nm after silver nano-strip
with width of w = 215 nm o silica glass in water

Fig. 4 shows that the “boundary” SPPs is almost
completely absent. FWHM of “central” SPP is 138 nm.
The intensity of “central” SPP is four times higher than
intensity of incident light (Fig. 4). The measurement of
SPP “length” showed that the decay length to incident intensity through Z direction is 54 nm. The “central” SPP is
also observed on the silver nano-strip with width of
w = 215 nm placed on silica glass in air, but “boundary”
SPPs are also present and their intensity is comparable
with the intensity of “central” SPP.
Formation of SPPs between silver nano-srips
In this part we considered the propagation of a TMpolarized light at 532 nm, which was normally incident on
the gap between two metal nano-strips placed on a substrate.
The optical scheme is presented on Fig. 5. Height and width
of nano-strips are h and w respectively. The width of the gap
is wh. The light is propagating along Z axis.
The height of nano-srtips was fixed at 10 nm as in
[24]. By comparing the simulation results for light propagation through the gap between two silver nano-strip of
various widths, the resonant widths of strips w = 55 nm
and gap wh = 6 nm have been selected. Gap with this
Computer Optics, 2016, Vol. 40(5)
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width forms a SPPs with the highest value of the intensity
in the central peak. Simulations were carried out for both
cases in air and in water. Fig. 6 shows the intensity distribution obtained at 2 nm above silver nano-strips.

Fig. 5. Optical scheme for two nano-strips

Fig. 6. Intensity distribution at 2 nm above silver nano-strips
of width w = 55 nm with gap of 6 nm between them. Strips are
on the silica glass placed in air (line 1) or in water (line 2)

Powerful “boundary” SPPs with high intensity
(6.2 a.u. in air and 13.3 a.u. in water) and small FWHM
(2 – 3 nm) can be seen from Fig. 6. Unfortunately, measurement of SPPs “length” showed that the distance of decline to incident intensity through the Z direction is near
10 nm. This radiation is “gripped in a vice” of metal
strips.
Formation of SPPs on silver nano-ring
In previous part we show the presence of “central” SPP
on silver nano-strip with width of 215 nm in aqueous medium. In this part we considered the formation of “central”
SPPs on silver nano-ring placed on a substrate. We considered the propagation of light at 532 nm, which was normally incident on the metal nano-ring. The radial polarization
is selected to satisfy the condition of formation of SPPs.
The optical scheme is presented on Fig. 7. Height of nanoring is h. Width and internal radius (the distance from the
centre of symmetry to the center line of the circule) of
nano-ring are wc and R respectively. The permittivity of the
medium, nano-ring and substrate are ε1, εm and ε2 respectively. The light is propagating along Z axis. All the simulations were carried out by FullWAVE. Hereinafter, the
following simulation parameters were used: steps in space
were λ / 30 nm, time step was λ / 60 nm (ct).

Fig. 7. Optical scheme for nano-ring: light propagates
from the bottom up
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The incident field was calculated in MATLAB and
was set from file into FullWAVE to produce radial polarization. The calculation was carried out by using next
equations for each component of the field:
x +y

2 2 ⋅ x − δ2
 Ex =
e
;

δ
(3)

x2 + y2

2 2 ⋅ y − δ2
,
Ey = δ e

where Ex and Ey are the components of electric field, δ is
the waist of Gaussian beam.
The radius of waist of both Gaussian beams (for Ex
and Ey components) was chosen equal to 0.5 µm and
maximum intensity was normed to 1 a.u. Fig. 6 shows the
incident light for simulation.
It can be seen from the Fig. 8 that the maximum of
input intensity is at the radius of 0.5 µm, so the internal
radius R = 0.5 µm is chosen to ensure that the maximum
intensity of the radiation fell on the circle.
2

2
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energy in any substrate. Unfortunately the presence of several
dielectrics with different values of permittivity in scheme
brings a disturbance in the process of SPP's formation. It leads
to fluctuations of field of light intensity at the interface substrate/strip environments, reduces the maximum intensity and
“length” of SPP's. To compensate this effect, the water
(ε1 = 1.78) was chosen as a main medium instead of air. In this
case measurement of SPPs “length” showed that the “length”
of SPP through the Z direction is 56 nm (Fig. 3b, line 3).
FWHM of “boundary” SPPs is 75 nm (Fig. 3a, line 2). The
intensity of “boundary” SPPs is 36 times higher than intensity
of incident light (Fig. 3a, line 2).

a)

Fig. 8. Input radial polarized light with waist δ = 0.5 µm:
distribution along the radius r

A similar to previous study for the nano-ring placed on
the silica glass in an aqueous medium revealed the presence of this “central” SPP. By comparing the simulation
results for light propagation through the silver nano-ring of
various widths, the width w = 215 nm has also been selected. Fig. 9 shows the intensity distribution at λ / 15 nm
above silver nano-ring with width of w = 215 nm.
Fig. 9a shows that the “central” SPP is evenly located
on the whole surface of the circle. Fig. 9b shows that the
“boundary” SPPs is almost completely absent. FWHM of
“central” SPP is 158 nm. The intensity of “central” SPPs
at λ / 15 nm above silver nano-ring is three times higher
than intensity of incident light (Fig. 9).
The measurement of SPPs “length” was also carried
out. Fig. 10 shows the longitudinal distribution of light
(distribution along the Z axis). It shows that the “length”
of SPP through Z direction is 100 nm.
Conclusion
In this work the process of SPPs formation on silver nanostrip for TM-polarized light at 532 nm is studied. The spatial
characteristics of SPPs like “length” and FWHM were investigated by using (FD)2TD-method. In contrast to the [23, 24],
where silver nano-strips were considered to be placed into any
media (water or silica glass), we consider them to be placed
on a silica glass in air or water. In this case we can use the energy of SPPs for different application as optical tweezers or
microscopy while using of scheme from [23, 24] we get this
632

b)
Fig. 9. Intensity distribution λ / 15 nm after silver nano-ring
with width of w = 215 nm on the silica glass placed in water:
distribution at XY-plane (a) and along the radius r for y = 0.5
(line 1) and x = 0.5 (line 2)

Fig. 10. SPP's intensity distribution through the direction of SPP's
propagation in the case of using nano-ring placed on the silica
glass in water fixing (x,y) at (0, 0.5) (line 1) and at (0.5,0) (line 2)

Analogous investigation for narrow gap between two
nano-strips was carried out. Powerful “boundary” SPPs
with high intensity (13.3 a.u. in water) and small FWHM
(2 – 3 nm) was obtained. The intensity of this SPPs is in 1.1
times bigger than the intensity of SPPs in [24] while the
nano-strips were considered to be placed on silica glass.
Simulations by (FD)2TD-method showed presence of
“central” SPP for silver nano-strip placed in water. FWHM
of "central" SPP is 138 nm. The intensity of “central” SPPs
is four times higher than the intensity of incident light
(Fig. 4). The “boundary” SPPs is almost completely ab-
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sent. This result was generalized for 3D case for radial polarized light and nano-ring. Simulations by (FD)2TDmethod showed presence of “central” SPP for silver nanoring placed on silica glass in water. FWHM of “central”
SPP is 158 nm. The intensity of “central” SPPs is four
times higher than the intensity of incident light (Fig. 10).
The “boundary” SPPs are also almost completely absent.
Unlike plasmonic lens with Archimedes spiral slot etched
on it [28, 29], a nano-strips and nano-ring are easy to manufacture and also focuses light in a narrower area: the
FWHM is 0.26λ (FWHM is 0.35λ in [28, 29]).
Investigation of convergence of solutions was also carried out. Reducing of the dimensions of the grid twice did
not lead to significant changes in the results of the simulation. In particular, the FWHM of the focal spot is not
changed, and the maximum intensity is slightly decreased.
The results can be used to design devices that allow
capturing and moving the particles in water or other biofluidics [30, 31].
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